
Cartier foCus

Choose your perfect proposal with Cartier

Clockwise From Left 
A celebrity engagement; Alex 
Lam serenades the exclusive 
crowd; a tea party with a sweet 
tooth; Cartier’s Bridal Collection; 
The Set for You by Cartier 
collection: Honeymoon 
diamond pavéd, Exceptional 
Solitaire, Solitaire 1895 platinum

P
aris in the spring. Gardens are 
blooming with colour and 
infused with the heady perfume 
of blossoms and foliage. A lone 
figure explores the grounds, 
weaving among the delicately 
laid tables to find the place 

setting of a not-so forgotten love. A prolonged 
separation between two ex-lovers has come to 
an end at a wedding reception in Destinée, the 
fourth instalment of Cartier’s bridal film series 
True Love has a Colour and a Name. Actor 
Oliver Jackson-Cohen realises that the one who 
got away has not, in fact, gone forever. Michelle 
Chen, his better half, is as enamoured with 
him as ever before and their love is reignited 
with this realisation. This is how director Luca 
Guadagnino shows that all love stories are 
predetermined, and that not even the passing of 
years and the diverging of lives can steer lovers 
off-course.

This Cartier love story ends with an unexpected 
proposal between the two lovebirds, featuring the 
new Cartier Destinée engagement ring, inspired 
by the timeless Solitaire 1895. As part of the Set 
for You collection by Cartier, the ring can be made 
to measure with a choice of brilliant-cut stones 
ranging from 0.50 to 2.99 carats and elevated with 
a four-claw setting that allows the gem to capture 
and refract light. A delicate micro-pavé setting 
completes the perfect proposal piece.

Who can say no to Cartier? Chen accepts and 
was all too happy to show off the spectacular 
Cartier Destinée at the jeweller’s exclusive launch 
party recently held at the Four Seasons Harbour 
View Ballroom, which was transformed to emulate 
the Parisian garden. Guests enjoyed high tea and a 
musical performance by Alex Lam in celebration 
of this lovely engagement. While the ending to 
Cartier Destinée’s love story has already been 
written, with the extensive Set for You by Cartier, 
your tale is still waiting to be told… A
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It’s Destinée
1895
Autumn in Central Park, New 
York. A slight breeze ruffles 
the changing leaves overhead, 
setting a few free to drift down 
onto the path below. A figure 
is walking briskly, almost at a 
jog to avoid being late for the 
rendezvous. There she is, in 
the distance, and he hesitantly 
fingers the small red box 
with gold trim. Within is the 
classic Solitaire 1895 platinum, 
featuring a brilliant-cut central 
stone, available from 0.18 to 
2.99 carats. Her eyes shine 
when he presents the ring, 
affirming his choice from the 
Solitaire 1895 selection of 
yellow gold, diamond-pavéd 
platinum and diamond-pavéd 
yellow gold.

Royal Engagement
Mount Kenya safari. African 
wildlife roam along the plains 
outside the cottage, from the 
fierce king of the jungle to 
the gentle gazelle. But that’s 
not what’s fraying his nerves. 
Instead, it’s the platinum 
Exceptional Solitaire with a 
brilliant-cut 2.99 carat stone 
wrapped around her finger 
as he waits for her to wake 
up. Champagne breakfast 
at the ready, he notices her 
beginning to stir.

Honeymoon
Twilight ocean. It has been 
two years, six months and 
25 days. Despite being the 
so-called, official end of the 
honeymoon period, he is still 
deep in the throes of his. He 
charters a yacht for the evening 
and they drift along the seas 
surrounding Hong Kong. The 
last rays of light dance on the 
water and catch the 1.50 carat 
brilliant-cut diamond of the 
Honeymoon diamond-pavéd 
ring that he has just placed on 
her finger. It’s smooth sailing 
from here.

How will you choose to 
propose? ■

From Top 
Michelle Chen lights up the 
Cartier Destinée launch party; 
Cartier Destinée engagement ring


